In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, policies that would normally be considered repugnant are becoming serious options. One such policy is to selectively isolate the elderly, due to their increased risk of becoming severely ill from COVID-19, and thus the disproportionate strain they are likely to put on limited healthcare resources. Julian Savulescu and James Cameron argue that, in order to lift general lockdowns, mandatory isolation of the elderly should be imposed.¹ They contend that isolating the elderly in this way is ethically permissible because it is less coercive than locking down the entire population until herd immunity is achieved, or an effective treatment or vaccination is developed.

In making their arguments for a selective isolation of the elderly, however, Savulescu and Cameron fail to pay adequate attention to other potentially viable alternatives. The ethical legitimacy of a selective isolation policy, according to Savulescu and Cameron, is contingent on the viability of other alternatives, specifically alternatives that can more effectively target proxies for risk of infection or severe illness, and that lead to less overall interference with liberty. There is one such potential alternative: an effective contact-tracing app.

Savulescu and Cameron briefly consider and discard the possibility of a contact-tracing app as an alternative to a selective isolation, partially because widespread testing will be needed to make sure that the system is not flooded with false positives. They seem to have in mind a centralized system here, in which app users can be identified by the relevant government agency. Under this system, users could immediately report any symptoms on the app, allowing for an immediate temporary quarantine of all their close contacts. In order to identify and correct for inevitable false positives through false alarms or malicious reports, reports must be followed up by testing, and contacts brought quickly out of quarantine where reports are established as erroneous. There is evidence to suggest that such a centralized, app-based system is the only contact-tracing system that allows for rapid enough action to prevent a second lockdown (as opposed to purely manual contact tracing, or a decentralized app-based system, where public health agencies have no access to the details of the infected, and thus, to avoid false positives, reporting can only take place after a confirmed test, leading to a lag which will result in significantly more infections).² Savulescu and Cameron are right to note that this centralized system will only function with sufficient testing capacity. However, it appears that the selective isolation of the elderly might require an even higher testing capacity,³ as it will only function efficiently if caregivers are frequently tested (as often as daily), with quick testing turnaround.³ This might be thought to be borne out by the situation in Sweden, which focused on limiting social contact of those over 70⁴, but where over
90% of those who died (as of May 5th) were over 70 years old, three quarters of which lived in care facilities or received at home care.\textsuperscript{1}

In addition, Savulescu and Cameron note that contact-tracing apps are unlikely to work when implemented voluntarily. It certainly seems that voluntary uptake will be insufficient to prevent a second lockdown.\textsuperscript{2} But as we’re considering a mandatory selective lockdown here, perhaps a better point of comparison is a mandatory contact-tracing app. Such a possibility has been ruled out by many countries, but how might this compare to a selective isolation policy focused on the elderly? If both options provide an effective means of avoiding a general lockdown, which is to be preferred?

Let’s look at the three arguments Savulescu and Cameron offer in support of selective isolation of the elderly. First, they suggest that selective isolation is an effective means to prevent another general lockdown (with all its associated economic and resulting health consequences). A contact tracing app, as long as it is mandatory (or can otherwise achieve sufficiently high uptake) and centralized, also has the potential to slow the spread of COVID-19 enough to avoid a second lockdown.\textsuperscript{2}

Second, they argue that the elderly themselves will benefit from selective isolation, because it will reduce their risk of death. As has been noted elsewhere,\textsuperscript{3} this paternalistic justification for enforced isolation should be viewed with extreme suspicion. It is also not clear if this restriction of liberty should be straightforwardly construed as a benefit. Prolonged isolation takes a significant toll on mental health, and Savulescu and Cameron are proposing that selective isolation be implemented “until a vaccine or treatment arrives”\textsuperscript{1} — a process that could take months or even years. It is well established in medical ethics that hard paternalistic justifications for restriction of liberty (or other conduct of comparable significance) are not justifiable in cases where the individual retains the ability to decide for himself what constitutes a benefit.\textsuperscript{8}

The third justification is that selective isolation, when compared to a general lockdown, will lead to less overall loss of liberty. Although this involves discriminating against a particular group, Savulescu and Cameron argue that such discrimination is justified when the burden is proportionate — the alternative, they argue, would be to lock down everyone, including the elderly. Could this strategy also justify the selective isolation of other groups that show an increased propensity for severe side effects, like ethnic minorities, or men? Savulescu and Cameron contend that such measures are less justifiable, because the negative effects would be proportionally greater, and the proxy here is not as good. Elsewhere, they contend, “if there were a better, more accurate proxy…then to continue to discriminate…would be unjust”. Age, they further claim, “is the best available proxy\textsuperscript{1} for the likelihood of serious illness (leading ultimately and cumulatively to an overburdened healthcare system, and thus the need for a second lockdown).

But, as Savulescu and Cameron note, only 18.4% of those over 80 who contract the disease must be hospitalized. The proportion of 70-79 year olds is 16.6%.\textsuperscript{9} This proposed strategy involves locking many people down who will not pose “indirect harm to others through consumption of limited resources”. So, age is not a great proxy, but is it the best available proxy? No – an

\textsuperscript{1} Savulescu and Cameron suggest locking down caregivers as a possible alternative, but this seems very impractical — it would, not least, make the job extremely unattractive.
effective contact-tracing app could achieve the same ultimate goal by targeting and quarantining those who are most likely to pose a direct risk of harm to others – those who have been exposed to the virus. This also has the advantage of not using group membership as the target factor, which carries clear risks of exacerbating existing group disadvantages or stigma, rather, it relies on the individual movements of every person. Of course, there will also be “collateral damage” with this strategy, where false positives result in erroneous lockdowns. But in a centralized system, where the individuals who report symptoms can be followed up and tested, such erroneous lockdowns can be quickly reversed. Thus, individuals who do not pose a threat to others will only be quarantined for short periods of time, compared to the indefinite, perhaps years-long lockdown of the elderly.

The individual-centred nature of this strategy produces its own disadvantages. Under the centralized contact-tracing app that we are advocating, information is collected about whom individuals have been in contact with, which could be abused by authorities, and is vulnerable to hacking attacks. It is for this reason that Apple and Google have made it very difficult to develop a functioning app that stores any information in a centralized manner.10 This is certainly a serious problem, and it is an open question whether servers can be made sufficiently secure, and whether potential abuse can be mitigated with adequate legislation. However, due to the unpalatability of alternative options, including the extended isolation of certain segments of society, this mitigation strategy deserves more serious consideration. As Savulescu and Cameron note, no strategy is without its downsides.ii
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